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PRECISION MADE TV LIFT SYSTEMS AND HIDDEN STORAGE SOLUTIONS





POP UP TV LIFTS
As TVs continue to grow in size, homeowners and professionals are being challenged by 

how to orient them in living spaces to maximize viewing without interrupting the flow of 

décor. A large TV can block window views and dominate the room when it’s not in use, 

creating an unattractive black void.

The POP UP TV LIFT from Nexus 21 eliminates this dilemma, making it possible to 

transform a space from an elegant living area to a state-of-the-art home theater in 

seconds. The sleek, compact lift system smoothly conceals and reveals screens large and 

small, hiding them inside an enclosure and revealing them at the touch of a button.



DROP DOWN TV LIFTS
DROP DOWN TV LIFTS are the perfect solution when the décor does not allow for a 

television to harmoniously exist anywhere in the room.

Lower your TV smoothly into view from within a hidden cavity in the ceiling, with no 

need for any TV furniture or wall mount. Best of all, when it is not in use, the TV is 

completely hidden from view.

Nexus 21 drop down systems conceal many popular TV sizes, silently revealing them 

in just seconds.
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POP UP AND SWIVEL TV LIFTS
Enjoy your favorite programming from anywhere in the room with our innovative

POP UP AND SWIVEL LIFTS. Just press the remote to raise the TV into view, then pivot 

to face the perfect viewing position.

The system features a motorized lift with manually controlled swivel and a safety system 

that prevents the TV from lowering until it is returned to the home position. With 360° of 

rotation, the viewing possibilities are endless!





UNDER FLOOR TV LIFTS
Want to make your guest’s jaw drop?

That's exactly what will happen when your large TV screen silently elevates from a 

hidden under floor compartment at the touch of a button.

UNDER FLOOR TV LIFTS are precision engineered to provide fast, quiet, telescoping 

motion so you can transition from a breathtaking window view to a blockbuster movie 

in seconds.





STORAGE LIFTS
Architects, builders and designers around the world use NEXUS 21 STORAGE LIFTS to create an amazing array of home 

planning and storage applications. The telescoping motorized systems are crafted with perfect balance and support to 

create space-saving moving platforms that conceal anything you choose.

 

In kitchens, reclaim the "dead corner" area below cabinetry with a corner storage lift, or create an appliance garage along 

the back of the countertop. Storage lifts raise heavy appliances to counter level with ease or can be used to create hidden 

bars, coffee stations or spice racks. 

Storage lifts are perfect concealment tools in other rooms of the home as well. Hide your safe, jewelry collection or other 

valuables in a closet island, under the floor or anywhere you can imagine. The lift controls can be intelligently hidden from 

sight or integrated with a keypad to complete the security.

 

The mechanisms can be used with virtually any size and shape of storage enclosure, so if you can dream it, you can create it!





OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS
Add a whole new dimension of luxury to your outdoor living experience by integrating 

hidden TVs into your plan. Conceal a screen near the grill so you can keep track of your 

favorite sports teams or use a drop down TV lift under your covered patio. You can even 

place a large screen rising up at poolside to create the ultimate outdoor theater.

Nexus 21 lifts work perfectly in most climates, and they feature a powder coat finish and 

stainless steel hardware for protection from the elements. A waterproof enclosure is 

required if the lift is not located in a covered area.



MARINE APPLICATIONS
TV lifts are ideally suited for use on yachts and other watercraft where efficient use of space must be combined with a 

luxurious presentation. Chosen by the most prestigious ship builders, Nexus 21 lift systems travel the world’s waterways 

every day in watercraft ranging from small pleasure boats to the largest mega yachts.

The slim profile of the mechanism allows screens to be placed in hidden niches, which save space and also protect the 

TV when not in use. The systems feature powder coat finishes and stainless steel hardware, and are engineered with 

support structures that perform flawlessly. All parts are covered by a five-year warranty.
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HOSPITALITY
Exceptional design deserves to be free from the constraints of necessary elements like the 

television. Hotels around the world choose to pleasantly surprise their guests with the 

luxurious amenity of a hidden TV.

As the leading supplier of hidden technology to the finest hospitality groups around the 

globe, Nexus 21 provides a premium product backed by the customer service and 

expertise that is essential for the success of your projects.





OEM
Nexus 21 lift systems are the preferred choice of luxury manufacturers who build lift mechanisms 

into their product offerings. Examples include manufacturers of specialty vehicles, military 

contractors, furniture makers, yacht manufacturers, makers of travel cases and many others.

All Nexus 21 lifts are precision engineered and covered by a five-year full replacement warranty. 

They are ideal for OEM use because of their incredible reliability, simple installation and 

consistent operation. Plus, the compact packaging makes them inexpensive to ship in quantity.



UNIQUE APPLICATIONS
The compact design and reliable performance of Nexus 21 lift products offer the flexibility 

to create incredible, one-of-a-kind applications. 

Whether you want to raise a TV out of a piano, drop a motorized strobe light into a 

nightclub, or, everyone’s favorite, raise a hidden mini bar from a custom poker table, the 

versatility of Nexus 21 lift systems are unparalleled. We are proud that our customers trust 

our products and use them in such unique, creative ways.







WHO IS NEXUS 21?
Based in Scottsdale, Arizona, USA, Nexus 21 is the worldwide leader in lift systems. 

Founded in 2005, the company has experienced tremendous growth while transforming 

the industry by creating revolutionary products that combine sophisticated design with 

unparalleled reliability.

Known for providing the highest quality products and truly great service, Nexus 21 has 

become the preferred choice of professionals and homeowners alike. Nexus 21 products 

are used today in more than 40 countries with active sales representation around the 

world. All products are made in the United States.
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www.NEXUS21.com

16121 N 78th St.

Scottsdale, AZ 85260


